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 . Platform: Windows. Updated: March 07, 2020. File Size: 190 MB. Unlimited Health is a free action/RPG game where the
player takes on the role of a damaged soldier in the final weeks of a war. On the verge of death, you are given a choice. Accept
the offer of a benevolent being to complete a quest to fulfill your destiny. Join the resistance and change the course of the war.

Or, escape the doomed planet to live a peaceful life with your family. How to Play: The game is played in real time, with no
pause or loading times. Click on the left mouse button to jump, right mouse button to attack and Z to pick up. There is no

inventory system or permanent weapon; you start the game with a basic sword. You can press the Q or E keys to get detailed
instructions. Press Z to access your information screen. Press 1 through 6 to access various tooltips. Press A to interact with the

environment or press any number for more info. Press E to equip/un-equip your weapons and armor. Press Tab to open your
inventory. Press Z to show your information screen. Certain enemies drop gold (or, in the case of the noose bosses, XP). Gold is

the main source of XP and upgrades. You can find more gold by defeating enemies. You can also find gold by exploring the
environment. Your weapon/armor upgrades and level are based on your gold level, as well as the level of the enemy you are

fighting. You cannot level up by defeating enemies; you can only gain EXP by playing the game. There are 12 bosses that you
fight throughout the game. Each boss gives different amounts of XP. The four kinds of bosses are: -> Regular Bosses, which
have the same rate of XP as normal enemies. -> Noose Bosses, which drop XP for every defeated enemy instead of only one.
This makes the XP per game much higher. However, you only get XP if you defeat them. If you kill them and get out before
being attacked by the noose, you don't get any XP. -> Boss Minions, which drop only one point of XP per kill. These are non-

threatening enemies that will spawn all throughout the game. They are usually placed in a ring around the boss, and they deal the
same damage as regular enemies. -> Special Bosses, which drop a 82157476af
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